xxxx

I confirm receipt of a package containing the items listed in my email of 8 July below. They will take their turn in a queue for my and the certifier’s attention.

[DfT]

...........................................................................................

From: [DfT]
Sent: 08 July 2015 16:25
To: [NCC]
Subject: Norwich NDR DCO - Documents for certification.

xxxx

The boxes arrived here on Monday afternoon.

1. We don’t appear to have received the “mitigation table” listed at Article 41(1)(d) of the Order and defined at Paragraph 1(1) of Schedule 2 to the Order: we require one copy for retention in addition to any certified copies you require returned to you;
2. The Street Lighting Plan (R1C093-R1-4950) listed in the table at paragraph 4(1) of Schedule 2 to the Order was absent from the sets of plans sent to us – please provide 4 copies;
3. In the Outline drainage works plans, Plan R1C093-R1-5080 should be the version “Rev B” (according to the table referred to in 2. above) but you have bound the earlier Rev A in the sets of plans supplied to us. The update from Rev A to Rev B was identified by NCC in their docs NCC/EX/104 and 105 of 2 December 2014 submitted to the examination. Please provide 4 copies of Rev B to this Plan to replace Rev A.

You included in the sets of plans one volume which consisted of an “Indicative Section Location Plan” followed by 4 sheets of indicative sections. These are not referred to anywhere in the DCO so are not certifiable under the auspices of Article 41 of the DCO, unlike the remainder of the plans and documents. Do you simply wish us to return the 4 sets of these particular plans uncertified, when we return your certified copies of the other documents?

[DfT]